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RESEARCH UPDATES

• UI Health to launch neighborhood health survey

• Study will analyze pain in dying cancer patients

• Research aids early learning in children with disabilities

• Grant helps great teachers become urban principals
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FACULTY FELLOWS

FELLOWS OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

AMERICAN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY FOUNDATION ACADEMY OF RESEARCH FELLOW

Joy Hammel
Nikko Varelas
Scott Brady

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF NURSING FELLOWS

Martha Dewey Bergren  Gail Keenan  Constance Dallas  Holli DeVon  Shannon Zenk
Seven UIC spinoff companies highlight importance of federally funded university research to U.S. economic growth.
TECHNOLOGY and the RESILIENCE OF METROPOLITAN REGIONS
The New York Times
Obama's Library, Advisers' Dream

University makes play for Obama presidential library
Aamer Madhani, USA TODAY 7 a.m. EDT June 29, 2013

The University of Illinois at Chicago wants President Obama to bring his future presidential library to the city campus, USA TODAY has learned.

Bill Burton, a spokesman for UIC, confirmed to USA TODAY on Friday that Chancellor Paula Allen-Meares decided in May to form a university exploratory committee to look into bidding for the library and museum that will be built after Obama leaves office. Burton said he had no details about who is on the exploratory committee or what, if any, actions they have taken thus far in their pursuit.

Allen-Meares declined to comment.

So far Obama hasn't offered any clues as to where he would like to locate his library. Several sites have also been discussed.

But last week, Mayor Rahm Emanuel's office released a study that claims a campus would

UIC makes bid for Obama presidential library

Chicago Tribune
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STUDENT HONORS

Gilman Scholarship winners

Adrianna Perez  Mary Catherine Mariano  Osamah Hasan

Fulbright award winners

Wenji Guo  Suzanne Oskouie  Michal Wilczewski  Rhea Phillips  Danielle Riebe

Illinois Technology Foundation’s Fifty for the Future.

Victor Mateevitsi